CHARACTERIZATION AND LOWER BOUNDS FOR AUDITIVE CHARGES FOR HETEROGENEOUS QUESTIONNAIRES
by Bhu Dev SHARMA (*) and Asha GARG ( 2 ) Abstract. -Information Theory hasfound interesting applications in Questionnaire Theory. Picard and Campbell have shown connections ofnoiseless Coding Theorems with average charge of a valid homogeneous questionnaires. Duncan has considered heterogeneous questionnaires and has shown thaï if log d is considered as the charge for a question of resolution d then the expected charge for the questionnaire is lower bounded by Shannon's Entropy. In this paper we consider heterogeneous questionnaire, and a gêneralized average charge and characterize the twoforms, one classical and the other of order t by considering the additivity property. It has then been proved that for a heterogeneous questionnaire average charge of order t is lower bounded by Rényïs Entropy. It fias also been shown that a valid questionnaire will existfor which the average charge of order t per state can be made as close to the RényVs Entropy as desired. 
I. INTRODUCTION
Information Theory has found an interesting application in theory of questionnaires (Picard [8] ). Picard [9] and Campbell [4] have shown that a charging scheme based on the resolution of questions gives a relationship between questionnaire theory and noiseless coding theory. Duncan [5] has generalized the "only if" part of Kraft's inequaîity for an arbitrary heterogeneous questionnaire. A charge equal to log d, for each question of resolution d, considered by Duncan [5] follows from an equity principle. Using 384 B. D. SHARMA, A. GARG this charging scheme an extended noiseless coding theorem shows that the average charge for a heterogeneous questionnaire is bounded below by the Shannon's Entropy [5] .
While discussing the noiseless coding theorem for an arbitrary heterogeneous questionnaire, Duncan [5] has chosen the random charge of a questionnaire which minimizes the average charge subjected to the condition that the questionnaire is valid. He has confined to the case when the average charge is expectation of the random charge. But this may not be the case always. In the present paper we introducé a gênerai measure of average charge for an arbitrary heterogeneous questionnaire. Laying down what may be called the additivity of average charges, the gênerai expression has been characterized, as is done in the case of homogeneous questionnaires [8] and the linear functions turn out to be the only possible case suiting the purpose. The lower bound on the average charge when the function is linear has been obtained by Duncan [5] , for heterogeneous questionnaires.
In this paper lower bound has been obtained on the average charge obtained by considering the exponential form of the function. A theorem analogous to the ordinary noiseless coding theorem has been proved which shows that the exponential measure of given order t is arbitrary close to the Rényi's Entropy [7] . truc state is p t (/ -1, 2, . . ., m) and II First, we give some notations which are very near to those used by Duncan [5] .
Let © = {0!, 0 2 , • • ., 0 m } be a finite state space and P = (p lt p 2 , • . ., p m ) be the probability vector over the state space such that probability of 6; being the true state is p t (i= 1, 2, . . ., m) and
Let g be a questionnaire defined on 0 and n id represent the number of questions of resolution d required to reach the state 0;. Now, if a heterogeneous questionnaire Q is valid and uses precisely n id questions of resolution d {d = \,2, . ..) to détermine 0^ (i = l, 2, ...,w), then {cf. Duncan [5] ): 
In gênerai, the random charge may be a function of this quantity. So that if we take a continuous, strictly increasing function viz. cp: [l,co[-*R, the random charge for Q may be given by Consequently, the generalized average charge for Q may be taken as cp being a continuous, strictly increasing function, cp" 1 exists. It is interesting to see that (4) reduces to the classical average charge E P C (Q) in two different situations. The first case arises when a questionnaire Q uses same number of questions of each resolution d to détermine every Q t (i = 1, 2, .. ., m) i. e. when n ld = n 2d = .. . =n md = n d (say), so that we have for any q>, We call this average charge to be the exponential average charge of order t for g.
It can be seen easily that lim E? C(g) = £p° C{Q) = E P C(Q).
t -> o

III
In this section, we jointly characterize the average charges given in (3) ensured from the existence of questionnaires Qi and Q 2 -Further, it is natural to expect that if E% v C (Q) is a measure of average charge for g, then it is the sum of the average charges for Q 1 and Q 2 separately i. e.: i. e.:
jn
We call the property (7) as additivity of the charge.
Now, we will find ail additive, quasiarithmatic average charges which amounts to determining ail possible values of cp which satisfy (8) under the condition (6) . We restrict ourselves to the case J = K = 2 and proceed on the unes of Aczél [2] . THEOREM 1: For a questionnaire Q, the onîy quasiarithmetic charges (4) which are additive (7) withJ = K = 2 are the arithmetic and exponential average charges given in (3) and (5) . 
Since cp is increasing, the function ƒ is also increasing, and so, by Aczél [1] , the solution of (20) 
From (22) we see that g is strictly increasing, because (p is strictly increasing. On the other hand, as (23) shows, if there exists an x 0 for which g (x 0 ) = 0 then g-(x o + y) = 0,Vye[l, oo[, which would contradict the strict monotonicity of g. Thus g is strictly monotonie and nowhere zero and then again from Aczéi [ The proof of the theorem now follows by considering the forms (21) and (24) in (4).
Q.E.D.
On the other hand, the functions given by (21) and (24) satisfy (8) for all J > 1, K>1 [and all m jd , n kd , p jt u k {j=i, 2, .. ., J;'fc = l, 2, . . ., £)satisfying(6) and (8) ], thus the arithmetic and exponential average charges (3) and (5) are always additive (7) . IV In this section (cf. Campbell [3] ), we will obtain a lower bound on the average charge of order t given in (5) for heterogeneous questionnaires. THEOREM I: Let n id (i = 1, 2, . .., m) satisfy t fld-""£i.
(25) i=i d=i
Then we must have P F C(Q)*H a {P), (26) where and a t=l -a, we get d=X Now, taking logarithm, dividing by t and using the relations 1 + t = a~1 and oc£=l -a, we get ,(P*)+1.
(36)
If we divide by M and use (33), we get
The quantity E% M C (Q)/M can be called the average charge of order t per state.
By choosing M sufficiently large the average charge can be made as close to H a (P) as desired. Thus we have proved the required result.
If £ = 0, it is just the ordinary coding theorem.
